SEJC 2016 ONSITE CONTEST INSTRUCTIONS

Event attendance is mandatory for your entry to count. Email entries from students that are either time-stamped after the deadline or are from a student not listed as in attendance will not be considered for judging. 

Category #2: Feature Writing

Classroom Time Allotted: Event begins at 7 p.m. Thursday (MUC 303/305); Submission deadline is midnight.

Materials Provided: None

Materials Not Provided but Allowed: AP stylebook, dictionary, notes gathered onsite

Additional Reading Material: Students are encouraged to review the history of The All State before attending SEJC.

Exercise: The All State is the longest standing piece of tradition at APSU. It has been around longer than all current buildings, organizations, athletic programs. In it’s 85-year history, it has been involved or played a role in several important events in the history of APSU, and documented many national news events and items of important campus history.

Assignment: Contestants will attend and experience The All State “birthday” celebration during registration and welcome events for SEJC 2016. Look through The All State archives. Interview current and former staff, advisers and influential individuals.

Following that experience, students must prepare a 600-700 word feature story on the history of The All State, using the information gathered at the birthday celebration and previous research. 

Submission: Students are asked to email the final copy of their story to sejc@apsu.edu" sejc@apsu.edu. The attached file should not include the contestant’s name, only the assigned contestant number on the top of the story. The subject line of the contestant entry should include the contest title and contestant number in the following format (002-Feature Writing). Only entries received by the assigned deadline will qualify for evaluation.

Judging criteria: Quality of lead; overall clarity; quality of quotes; reader appeal; organization; spelling, punctuation and grammar; AP style, editing for typos, word drops or similar mistakes.

